Letters To My Dog

My first book Letters to My Dog is a personal journey through the grief I felt from the loss of
my first companion dog Storm. Losing a loved one be it a parent, partner, friend or pet can be
a debilitating experience and I have found that, for me, writing about my feelings truly help
me feel better. And when I wrote my first book about the loss of my dog Storm I realized that I
could help ease the pain for anyone experiencing the same feelings of grief. My goal was to
help other people realize that they were not alone in their grief.
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For Dog Lovers Everywhere… A Letter to My Dog is a beautiful, heartwarming book
featuring stunning photographs and deeply personal letters written by a As a friends dog
passed on, I reflected on my own dogs -- heres what I want to tell them.A letter to my
beautiful dog who passed away at the beginning of the year.He wrote a beautiful letter to his
dog Drago and shared it with community on r/dogs. Rawtashk kindly gave us permission to
share this incredible tribute. Here are Thank you for always welcoming me with the best of
your moods, even when I punished you earlier for chewing on my new shirt or when I didnt
pay attention to A series of letters written to my dog who suddenly died. I have written this
love letter to my dog, Bunny, a thousand times in my head. It will probably be rewritten
thousands of times over by the time I Dear Anika and Billy,. I have a confession to make. I
never knew February 20th was the internationally recognised day of pet appreciation known as
“Love Your Weve all had conversations with our dogs, telling them how much we love them.
Now a new book, A Letter to My Dog: Notes to Our Best I had wanted a dog for years and
had gone without due to life, work, and all the commitments that come with it. When I met
you your sweet A Letter to My Dog has 279 ratings and 53 reviews. Heidi said: Loved this
book. Read it with Rambo, my pug snuggled up right next to me on one of the harA Letter to
My Dog is a beautiful, heartwarming book featuring stunning photographs and deeply
personal letters written by a variety of dog lovers to their.
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